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The educational opportunities vary from one country to another from area to another. If educational opportunities are available in the society, the demand for education will increase. This is because members of the society will find all possible means to explore opportunities and better their lives.

Hence, through the years the Philippine government makes an augmentation to stand up to itself in the AQRF on Education. That is why government comes up with a decision on the Educational Reform started by Pres. Estrada on his Philippine Commission on Educational Reform (PCER) on his EO 46 anchored on EDCOM report and recommendation there is many important changes happens in education in the world.

On the other hand, PCER covers the upgrading and rationalization of curricular program that brought out changes on HEI’s and High School’s as well as challenges in infrastructures and learning materials.

Moreover, RA 10533 Enhanced Basic Education Act of 2013 or K-12. Why do we need the reform on education? On that note the set forth educational systems of Dr. Licuanan therefore need to consider carefully the potential implications of reform measures. She must carefully planned preparation, which may take years, before introducing new structures to existing education which will be great help in mitigating effects of education in the learning of Filipinos.
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